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introduction

• The title of this talk comes from a 

quotation from the 17th century English 

historian thomas fuLler:

– The tale runs as it pleases the teller

• No, me neither…

• I was going to call it lost worlds, 

but that sounded historical and we’ve 

already had a history keynote

• Thomas fuller also said:

– Bad excuses are worse than none



Worlds, not girls

• This tasteful pornographic work is 

iLlegal in several european countries…



content

• So, the problem with today’s mmos is that 

they’re so expensive to make

• You need herds of artists, programmers 

and designers

– This is not itself the problem

– the problem is that they want to be paid

• Fortunately, costs are coming down, now 

the pioneers have figured it all out

• A conservative believes nothing should be 
done for the first time



Falling costs

• programming is getting less expensive

because some code is re-usable

– Middleware!

• Some artwork is also re-usable

– Models! Textures!

• In both cases, there is a place for 

outsourcing

– And that place is asia

• What about design?



Content creation

• tOols can help spEed up the design 
process, but you stiLl need designers

• This is an area where costs are rising

– Feel free to blame Wow

• If you regard players as consumers, 
what they consume is content

• It used to be ok to generate content 

proceduralLy

– Chinese menu quests

• Wow has 7,650 hand-crafted quests!



competing

• for quality, Hand-crafted quests 
invariably beat procedurally-generated 
ones

– There are some ai techniques that could 
help, but they’re not up to human standards

• Narratives are individually formed as quest 
chains that can say something

– Designers can put different spins on 

killing 10 rats

• If you want to compete with wow, you
need to have content as good as this



problems

• Hand-crafted quests are expensive because:

• Unlike PROCEDURAL quests, they can’t be 

masS-produced

• Once a player has done a particular quest 

once, it’s DEAD

– They’re daily quests, not daily quest 

chains…

• Quests are not the only kind of content, 

though…

• We have all forgot more than we remember



Talking of lost girls…

• When alice arrived in wonderland, her first 

words were: “curiouser and curiouser”

• (Why does american                 

spelling knock the u

out before r but not 

before s?)



User-created content

• A lot has been written in recent years 

regarding user-created content

• See, content has become so expensive that 

developers are even prepared to 

countenance letting players create it

– A fool’s paradise is a wise man’s hell

• ProfeSsed reason:

– We are empowering our players

• Actual reason:

– They will make stuff for us for FREEFREEFREEFREE!



furthermore

• Content created by users is unpolished, 

gbareld, inconsistent, contradictory, 

derivative, unimaginative, incompatible, …

– Except for the <1% that isn’t

• The players who make it like it, but few 

others do

• They’re not designers

– If an ass goes travelling he will not come back a 
horse

• Well … that kind of Ucc is like that…



Whereas dorothy

• Whereas Dorothy, 

upon arrival in                        

oz, said: “We will 

go to the emerald                      

city and ask the 

great oz how to                       

get back to 

kansas again”



Eve online

• 4th february, 2009:



Eve online

• 5th february, 2009:



Ucc \= ucc

• although “user-created content” and 

“user-generated content” are often 

used interachangeably, there is a difference

– User-created content is created 

explicitly by the actions of players

– User-generated content is content created 

implicitly by the actions of players

• User-generated content is emergent

• Eve’s environment is so rich that 

interesting things just haPpen



Unfortunately…

• You pay for a richly interactive world:



experience

• The more complicated the world, the 
harsher the newbie experience
– All things are difficult before they are easy

• Mmos built around non-emergent content 
have the opPosite problem

– Great for newbies, lacking for oldbies

• They Currently use a two-game system

– The leveLling game

– The raiding game

• optionally with the PvP/RVR game

• But this only delays the inevitable



As for wendy…

• “I wish I had a pretty house, 

The littlest ever seen,                                 

With funny little red walls 

And roof of mossy green”

• Wendy made up

neverland herself,                     

so can’t ever believe                   

it’s more than just a               

fantasy

– Hers…



The elder game

• Why do we need two games?

• if the raiding game is so gOod, why even 

bother with the levelling game?

– You could make the raiding game be The game

• Well, the raiding game isn’t that good…

• Like quests, raiding content is fixed

– There’s only so many times you can run naxx 

before it’s samey

• Once, in fact

• A tale twice told is a cabbage twice sold



Other elder games

• Other attempts at the elder game also flop

• Rvr is never resolved

– and therefore pointleSs

• Pvp is better - if you’re good at pvp

– but the results are also pointless

• They provide burst fun, but no fun

over time

• This dead-endedness is due to the narrative 

philosophy of these mmos



story

• There are thrEe kinds of story in mmos

– Indeed, in alL games

• Backstory describes what happened 

before the mmo went live

– How the elves came to middle Earth

• Narrative is what the designers 

arRange to happen

– Quests to help the fellowship of the ring

• History is what actuaLly happened

– Cool! I fell off weathertop!



history

• Of these, history is the most important

• History is the player’s retelling of 

interesting events

• This means there must have bEen some 

interesting events

• No history means nothing interesting

happened

– Where’s the fun in that?

• Problem: “interesting” changes over time



analogy

• When you start off in a new mmo it’s like 

arriving in a foreign railway 

station on a backpacking trip

• With classes and races, The designers have 

provided trains that are guaranteed to 

go to interesting places

– You want to shoot firebaLls? Board the 

mage train!

• Quests are the engines that pull the 

carriages along



rails

• However, trains run on rails

• if you want to disembark and go 

elsewhere, Well, you can’t!

• The design philosophy is all about 

controLling the player experience

• The same philosophy is applied for 

newbies and oldbies alike

• It’s consistent – but players aren’t!

– Travel makes a wise man better and a fool 
worse



conversely

• Eve is all about FREEINGFREEINGFREEINGFREEING the players to 
find their own fun

• This allows for a much more nuanced, 
fine-grained experience

• you can find exactly what’s right for 
you, instead of a mere aPproximation

– EventualLy…

• Again, this is because of eve ’s “open-ended” 
philosophy

• Players do want an open-ended mmo, but 
not one that is open at both ends



Mud history

• For the first 10 years of their existence, 

muds were all about frEedom

– No classes, no races, no formal quests

• There was a balance between socialisers 

and achievers

• In 1989, tinymud appeared

– Socialisers left for MOOs, mucks, mushes

• With the socialiser brakes off, achievers 

went all out for hard-core gaming fun

– Thus, the dikumud paradigm



philosophy

• game worlds and social worlds were 
each defined by not being the other

• This locked in their philosophies of 
“game” and “not a game”

• They were also defined by not being what 
went before them

• In balanced worlds, the world was 
constrained but the players frEe

– In social worlds, the world is also free

– In game worlds, the players are also 

constrained



today

• We’re living with the legacy of this even 

today

• Designers in the dikumud paradigm are 

stiLl trying not to make social or 

balanced worlds

– From Some subconscious, collective memory…

• Likewise the few balanced commercial 

mmos out there are trying not to split

– Band of brothers – game

– Goonswarm – (anti)social



The solution

• The solution is fairly obvious here

• Any suggestions?

• ’Tis not every question that deserves an 
answer

• Correct: We let alice and dorothy

play together



alice

• Alice finds merely being in another world 

interesting

• She’ll go wherever                

fortune and fancy

may take her

• She represents the old, 

balanced worlds                    

like mud1



dorothy

• Dorothy is wary

of the new world 

she has arrived in

• She wants a path

she can follow to                       

get through it

• She represents the 

modern, game 

worlds like wow



wendy

• Wendy wants to live                     

in the world that 

she created

• It’s her own,                   

Personal fantasy

• Wendy represents the 

modern, social

worlds like SL



Playing together

• Alice worlds are newbie-unfriendly but 

provide the depth and freedom that oldbies 

crave

• Dorothy worlds are very newbie-

friendly but oldbies, who don’t want

their hands held, feel disenchanted

• So: start off as a dorothy world and 

switch to alice for the elder game

• These 20-year-old philosophical differences 

no longer nEed to persist



How it would work

• You start off by selecting a character 
pack optimised for one style of play

– You can diverge from it any time you like

• The first quests are hand-crafted, 
but later on they emerge from player 
interactions

– Like putting want ads on an auction house, 
but potentially much more complex

• Eventually you segue into a freeform game
– A man among children will be long a child, a 
child among men will be soon a man



As for wendy?

• Alice and dorothy are both in worlds not
of their own making

• They allow a “game conceit”

– A magic circle

• Wendy can build alice and dorothy wendy 
houses to play in, but she can’t play 
with them

• That doesn’t mean they have to be 
enemies, though…
– There is a scarcity of friendship, but not of 
friends



conclusion

• Today’s virtual worlds are victims of their 

own orthodoxies

• They operate within artificial

boundaries for obscure historical

reasons

• Players and designers sense there’s 

something wrong, but not quite what

• Fortunately, By understanding the cause, 

the efFect is easily removed



One last thing

• How things were doesn’t mean that’s 

how things should be

• History should inform the present, not 

dictate it

• Times change:

• A woman, a dog and a walnut tree, the 
more you beat them, the better they be

• Go out there and make something new!


